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The Art Deco movement - with its emphasis on up-to-date individuality combined with good taste, fine
materials and exquisite workmanship - became all the rage in France. Other countries produced their own
versions of the style, but in furniture especially, the French predominated: the world had not seen such

creative design for 125 years; on the one hand, the virtuoso cabinet-making of Ruhlmann, on the other, the
brilliant originality of Gray and Legrain. Alastair Duncan introduces us to the work of over eighty architects,

furniture makers and interior designers. The colour and monochrome photographs - almost all of them
specially commissioned for this book - form a valuable portfolio of Art Deco furniture which should be of
special value to those seeking comprehensive information about a design movement which has proved of

lasting appeal both to collectors and to the general public.

Swedish Designer ThreeArmed Modernist Floor Lamp Brass Fabric Sweden 1940s. Black and white art deco
furniture is sleek and minimalist ideal for stylizing next to decorative items that pop. By an unknown

Swedish designer and maker. The most popular color? You guessed it.

Art Deco Furniture

15288 likes 17 talking about this. Furniture decor barware and beyond comes together to create updated takes
on classic design ideas. Serving Brooklyn and the Surrounding Area. Enjoy free delivery over 40 to most of
the UK even for big stuff. The furniture style now known as Art Deco comes from one of the most luxurious
and glamorous moments in design history. ART DECO COLLECTION I. Shop Wayfair.co.uk for the best art
deco style furniture. With the finest materials such as handcrafted copper and molded teak wood the Art Deco

furniture . Furniture decor barware and beyond comes together to create updated takes on classic design
ideas. In addition to our highly regarded past retail stores in San Francisco and our current

showroombyappointment in Oakland California we have maintained a website for 15 years specializing in the
finest European and American furniture glass ceramics statues art deco lighting. Art Deco furniture and

design borrows from this style by emphasizing bold lines and unusual forms. ArtDecoCollection.com was one
of the very first antiqueart deco businesses to have an online worldwide presence.
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